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The discovery of high-energy astrophysical neutrinos by IceCube has opened a new window to
the Universe. However, the origin of these neutrinos is still a mystery, and some of them could
be a result of dark matter interactions such as decay. Next generation gigaton water-Cherenkov
neutrino telescope, KM3NeT, is expected to offer significantly improved energy resolution in the
cascade channel, and advantageous viewing condition to the Galactic Center; both important for
searches of dark matter decay signals. We study the sensitivity of KM3NeT on dark matter decays
by performing a mock likelihood analysis for both cascade and track type events, taking into account
both angular and energy information. We find that, combining both channels, KM3NeT is expected
to produce world leading limits on dark matter decay lifetime in the PeV mass range, and could
test some of the dark matter hints in the current IceCube data.
I. INTRODUCTION
The cold dark matter model with a cosmological con-
stant (ΛCDM) is incredibly successful in describing many
cosmological observations across various scales. How-
ever, more than 85% of the matter content in ΛCDM [1]
can not be described by the Standard Model of particle
physics, and it is dubbed dark matter [2]. Understanding
the properties of dark matter is one of the most pressing
problems in contemporary physics.
A popular method for dark matter identification is in-
direct searches of signatures of dark matter interactions
such as annihilation or decay with astrophysical obser-
vations [3–5]. Due to the vast landscape of dark matter
models, it is important to search as many channels as
possible across all energy range. The recent rapid de-
velopment of multi-messenger astrophysics has provided
many great opportunities for conducting indirect dark
matter searches.
Neutrino astronomy has become a reality after Icecube,
a gigaton ice-Cherenkov detector at the South Pole, ro-
bustly detected extragalactic astrophysical neutrinos [6–
8]. Recently, there is evidence that Blazars are responsi-
ble for some of the high-energy neutrinos detected by the
IceCube [9, 10]. The origin of much of the diffuse neu-
trino emission is still a mystery and dark matter could
be responsible.
Interestingly, recent analyses of IceCube data, al-
though not yet significant, suggest that the diffuse astro-
physical neutrino spectrum may exhibit a change of spec-
tral slope between low- and high-energy neutrino sam-
ples [11, 12]. This could imply that there are multiple
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underlying neutrino sources. One possibility is neutrinos
from dark matter decay (e.g., see Refs [13–17]), with a
lifetime around 1028 s. More and better neutrino data
as well as multi-messenger observations will be crucial to
scrutinize this scenario.
An upcoming big advancement in neutrino astron-
omy is the next generation gigaton water-Cherenkov neu-
trinos telescopes, such as KM3NeT [18] (successor of
Antares [19]) and GVD [20]. Using water as the medium
brings the advantage of potentially better angular reso-
lution for cascade events compared to ice medium due
to better optical properties of the medium [18]. A neu-
trino detector in the northern hemisphere also provides a
better viewing coverage of the Galactic Center, which is
important for Galactic science and dark matter searches.
Anticipating these advancements, we focus on
KM3NeT and study its sensitivity to dark matter decays
by considering observations towards the inner galactic re-
gion, combining both cascade and track event topologies.
II. FORMULATION
A. Dark matter decay
For dark matter decay, the expected signal flux is pro-
portional to the amount of dark matter in line of sight
of the detector. The dark matter mass density distribu-
tion in the Milky Way is commonly approximated by the
Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) profile [21],
ρχ(r) =
ρs
(r/rs)(1 + r/rs)2
, (1)
where r is the Galactocentric radial coordinate, and
ρs and rs are the characteristic density and scale ra-
dius, respectively, which can be obtained by fitting the
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2Milky-Way kinematics data. In this work, we consider
rs = 20 kpc, and normalize the profile with the local dark
matter density of 0.4 GeV/cm3 [22], where we adopt the
Galactocentric radius of the solar system R = 8.5 kpc.
We choose the NFW as our canonical profile.
To estimate the systematic uncertainty associated with
the choice of density profile, we also consider the Burkert
profile:
ρχ(r) =
ρ0
(1 + r/rh)
[
1 + (r/rh)
2
] , (2)
where we adopt ρ0 = 1.72 GeV cm
−3 and rh =
9.26 kpc [23]. The Burkert profile is a conservative choice,
as the density flattens within rh. We, however, note that
such a large density core is inconsistent with the latest
Milky-Way halo analysis [22].
The differential neutrino flux from dark matter decays
is computed with
dFν
dE
≡
∫
dΩ
dIν
dE
=
Γ
4pimχ
dNν
dE
∫
∆Ω
dΩ
∫ `max
0
d`ρχ ,
(3)
where Γ = 1/τχ is the dark matter decay rate, τχ is
the dark matter lifetime, mχ is the dark matter mass,
dNν/dE is the channel-dependent neutrino spectrum per
decay, ∆Ω is angular region of interest (ROI) considered,
and ` is the line-of-sight distance, which is related to r
and angle between the Galactic Center and the light of
sight, ψ, via
r =
√
R2 + `2 − 2R` cosψ . (4)
The line-of-sight integral is cut off at the virial ra-
dius, Rvir ' 200 kpc, and thus `max = R cosψ +√
R2vir −R2 sin2 ψ.
B. Neutrino spectra from dark matter decay
The neutrino spectrum per dark matter decay dNν/dE
depends on the dark matter mass and decay channel. We
obtain dNν/dE using PPPC4DMID [24, 25], using χ → bb¯
and χ → τ+τ− to broadly represent channels with soft
(bb¯) and hard (τ+τ−) neutrino spectrum. However, we
are interested in the mass range above 200 TeV, which
is beyond that computed with PPPC4DMID. Following
Ref. [17], we obtain the spectra for higher dark matter
masses by scaling the spectra at 200 TeV. This approx-
imation was found to agree well with the results from
Monte Carlo generator PYTHIA [17].
Neutrinos also change flavors during propagation [26],
thus the observed spectra are a mixture of the differ-
ent flavor spectrum at production. The importance
of this effect can be estimated by considering Eδ ≡
δm2/L,E∆ ≡ ∆m2/L, where δm2 ' 8 × 10−5 eV2 and
∆m2 ' 2 × 10−3 eV2. We are interested in dark matter
decaying in the Galactic halo, which has length scale on
the order of kpc. In this case, the energy range of our
interest is always much smaller than Eδ and E∆. This
means that neutrinos would quickly lose coherence and
propagate as incoherent mixtures of mass eigenstates en
route to the Earth. The neutrino spectrum of flavor α
at detector is thus related to spectrum at production of
flavor β by Pαβ =
∑
i |Uαi|2|Uiβ |2, where Uαi are the
elements of the PMNS mixing matrix.
Figure 1 shows the three flavors of the expected neu-
trino flux from dark matter decay after propagation with
sufficient mixing. While the neutrino spectra could be
quite different between flavors at production, after prop-
agation, the different flavors roughly average out and re-
sult in a similar spectrum.
C. Atmospheric neutrinos
A major source of background to the dark matter sig-
nal is atmospheric neutrinos, produced by cosmic rays
interacting with the Earth atmosphere. We use the all-
sky averaged atmospheric neutrino flux calculated by
Ref. [27], and extend it to high energies with the an-
alytic forms provided by Ref. [28]. Taking the typical
travel distance of atmospheric neutrinos to be the radius
of the Earth, Eδ and E∆ are much smaller than the neu-
trino energies that we are interested in. Therefore, we
can safely ignore neutrino mixing for atmospheric neu-
trinos. As a result, practically there are no ντ in the
atmospheric neutrino background.
We note that atmospheric neutrinos is more peaked
at the horizon in the detector zenith angle [27, 29, 30].
But as the Galactic Center moves across different zenith
angle, the sky distribution is averaged out. For simplic-
ity, we assumed at the end atmospheric background is
isotropic in our ROI.
Figure 1 shows the νe and νµ atmospheric neutrino
flux . It is worth noting that in these energy range, the
atmospheric νe flux is more than one order of magnitude
smaller than νµ flux. As a result, the atmospheric neu-
trino background for cascades is much lower than that
for tracks.
D. Astrophysical neutrinos
For dark matter searches, the newly discovered astro-
physical neutrinos is also a source of background. Al-
though not yet significant, different analyses appear to
favor different spectral indices [11, 12]. This may suggest
that the underlying spectrum is not a smooth power law,
and could have multiple components.
For the purpose of estimating the sensitivity to dark
matter decay, we adopt a fixed single power-law flux for
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FIG. 1. Left: The expected neutrino flux from dark matter decays (DM) that contributes to the cascade channel (νe and ντ ).
We show the case for a 1 PeV dark matter in χ→ τ+τ− channel, with decay rate Γ = 10−28 s−1, and from the Galactic Center
within an opening angle of 30◦. Also shown are the corresponding atmospheric (νe) and astrophysical (νe + ντ ) background
fluxes. Right: Same as the left, but for νµ flavor, which contributes dominantly to the tracks channel.
the astrophysical component (per flavor) [12],
dIν
dE
= 1.44× 10−18
( E
100 TeV
)−2.28
(GeV cm2 s sr)−1 .
(5)
We assume the flavor ratio is νe : νµ : ντ = 1 : 1 : 1, and
it is isotropically distributed in the sky.
Figure 1 shows the adopted astrophysical flux. Due to
the low atmospheric νe flux, astrophysical neutrinos is a
more important background component for dark matter
searches in the cascade channel.
III. NEUTRINO DETECTION
A. KM3NeT
We focus on the prospects of dark matter searches with
KM3NeT [18], which is a water-Cherenkov neutrino de-
tector currently under construction in the Mediterranean
sea. Specifically, we consider the ARCA blocks, which
consist of ' 1 km3 of instrumented detector volume after
completion.
Compared to an ice detector such as IceCube, there are
two advantages for KM3NeT in the context of dark mat-
ter searches. First, being in the northern hemisphere,
the detector has a better view of the Galactic Center
through the Earth, as the Earth can easily block cosmic-
ray backgrounds such as energetic muons. Second, the
long scattering length of Cherenkov light in water also
allows improved reconstruction of cascades events, signif-
icantly improving the angular resolution of this channel.
We study the DM decay sensitivity of KM3NeT taking
into account both factors. Though we focus on KM3NeT,
we expect the discussion also applies to GVD [20].
B. Neutrino interactions in the detector
We consider both cascade and track channels. Cas-
cades are produced by electromagnetic or hadronic show-
ers in the detector initiated by neutrino interactions in-
cluding νe charged-current (CC), ντ CC, and all-flavor
neutral-current (NC) interactions. On the other hand,
due to the small energy loss, the muons produced by νµ
CC interactions can travel a long distance before decay-
ing, thus producing track-like signature in the detector.
For NC interactions, the cross sections are smaller than
that of CC, and the shower energy is a smaller fraction
of the neutrino energy. We thus ignore the NC contribu-
tion in this work. We also ignore the small probability
of the tau lepton decaying into a muon and producing
a track event. In principle, some of the ντ -CC interac-
tions could produce distinct event topologies [31]; and
hadronic and electromagnetic showers might be differ-
entiated using “echoes” [32]. For simplicity, we neglect
these potential improvements.
For a given neutrino intensity, dI/dEν , the expected
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FIG. 2. Left: The expected number of cascade events from dark matter decay (blue) and astrophysical plus atmospheric
background (red) after 10 years of KM3NeT operation from within 30◦ of the Galactic Center. The parameters used are the
same as Fig 1. Right: Same to the left, but for tracks. Bin widths are chosen in accordance with the detector energy resolution.
number of events per bin is
Ni,j =
∫
i
dEobs
∫
j
dΩ
dI
dEν
dEν
dEobs
Aeff Teff
〈
e−τ(Eν)
〉
,
(6)
where i and j denote the energy and angular bins, respec-
tively, Eobs is the energy deposited in the detector, Aeff
is the effective area [18] as a function of energy, Teff is the
effective exposure time, and τ(Eν) is the optical depth
of the neutrinos when they travel through the Earth.
The factor dEν/dEobs relates the neutrino energy to
the deposited energy in the detector. We adopt values
based on analyses of IceCube events [33]. For νe, Eobs
is the same as Eν . For ντ , Eobs is slightly less than Eν
due to energy loss into neutrinos from τ decays. Due to
the small energy loss of muons, and their possibility of
not being contained in the detector, Eobs and Eν could
be very different for νµ.
For neutrino detectors, atmospheric muons pose a chal-
lenging background for both cascades and tracks. Luck-
ily, muons can be efficiently shielded by considering neu-
trino events from beneath the horizon. At the KM3NeT-
ARCA site in the southern Italy, we track the sky posi-
tion of the Galactic Center with Astropy [34], and find
that it spends about 37% of time each day below the
horizon. While this factor only applies to the specific
declination angle of the Galactic Center, for simplicity
and due to the relatively small ROI considered, we take
this factor as a constant in the calculation. Thus, we ob-
tain the effective exposure time from the KM3NeT oper-
ation time through Teff = 0.67T . We consider 10 years
of KM3NeT operation time for the rest of the discussion.
For these exposures, we also include a time-averaged
correction factor that takes into account neutrino absorp-
tion. The optical depth is τ(Eν) = n⊕σ(Eν)L, where
n⊕ = 3 g cm−3NA is the average density of the Earth
times the Avogadro number NA = 6.02 × 1023/g, σ is
the total neutrino-nucleon cross section [35], and L is the
time dependent cord length through the Earth towards
the Galactic Center. After time averaging, the absorp-
tion factor only becomes important at high energies, for
about a factor of 2 suppression at 1 PeV. For simplicity,
again, we use the same factor for the whole ROI. We also
ignore the small contribution at low energies due to ντ
regeneration [36, 37].
C. Event distribution
1. Cascades
Using Eq. (6), we obtain the binned energy and angu-
lar distribution of the cascade events based on the energy
and angular resolution of KM3NeT [18]. We consider de-
posited energy in the range of 60–2000 TeV, which cor-
responds to the same energy for νe, and slightly higher
for ντ . In this energy range, we bin the events accord-
ing to ∆E/E = 0.2 energy width. We center the ROI
at 30◦ around the Galactic Center and divide the region
into constant 4◦-wide annuli. Both the energy and an-
gular bins are conservatively chosen to be about twice
5FIG. 3. The relative angular and energy distribution (binned) for both dark matter decay and the background components.
The parameters used are the same as Fig 1. This highlights the different energy and angular distribution of dark matter versus
background, both contribute to the dark matter search sensitivity.
of the energy and angular resolutions. We note that the
expected angular resolution of KM3NeT cascade events
is much better than that of the IceCube, for which the
angular error is about 10◦ or worse [8].
Figure 2 shows dark matter and background event
spectra, using the same parameters as in Fig. 1. It is clear
that the final dark matter ντ event distribution (dot-
dashed; left panel) is slightly shifted down compared to
νe (dashed). With the good energy resolution, the differ-
ent spectral shape between the signal and the background
can been seen.
Figure 3 shows the full event distribution in both the
prescribed energy and angular bins. As the background
distribution is isotropic, the expected number of event
simply increases with the solid angle of the annuli. The
dark matter signal, however, traces the underlying dark
matter column density distribution in the sky. The plot
highlights the difference of dark matter and background
in both angular and energy distribution, both contributes
to the dark matter sensitivity of this channel.
2. Tracks
For the track events, the energy resolution is much
worse than the cascades due to the difficulty in recon-
structing the muon energy, especially when the muon
is not fully contained in the detector. For KM3NeT,
the muon energy reconstruction is expected to be
∆ log10Eµ = 0.27. Following Ref. [33], we consider a
range of the deposited energy of 70–450 TeV, which maps
to neutrino energy between about 200 and 1000 TeV. The
6poor energy resolution limits the number of energy bins
that we can adopt. Conservatively taking each bin width
two times of ∆Eµ, we consider two independent neutrino
energy bins 200–700 TeV and 700–2000 TeV.
Due to long muon tracks inside the detector, the angu-
lar resolution is much better, achieving better than 0.1◦
above 200 TeV [18]. We divide the ROI into annuli with
width twice of the angular resolution, which is evaluated
at the central of the energy bin. This results in a bit
more than 150 angular bins for the two energy bins.
Figure 2 shows the dark matter and background event
energy distribution from within 30◦ of the Galactic cen-
ter, using the same parameters as in Fig. 1. With only
two energy bins, the energy information provides lim-
ited discrimination power between dark matter signal
and background.
Figure 3 shows the full event distribution in both the
prescribed energy and angular bins from the 30◦ ROI.
While there are only two energy bins, significantly more
angular bins are available.
IV. DARK MATTER ANALYSIS
A. Likelihood analysis
We estimate the sensitivity of KM3NeT to dark mat-
ter decays by performing a simple likelihood analysis on
mock data sets. For each dark matter mass and decay
channel, we consider the following likelihood function:
L(Γ) =
∏
k
Lk [nk|µk (Γ)] , (7)
where µk(Γ) is the expected number of events per bin
given by the sum of the signal and background contri-
butions, nk is the number of events in the mock data
set. Lk is the Poisson likelihood of observing nk events
given the expectation µk, and the index k runs over all
the angular and energy bins for both cascade and track
channels.
For each dark matter mass and decay channel, we
generate 500 mock data sets of event bins drawn from
the Poisson distribution of the expected background-only
event prediction (µk(0)). We then compute the test
statistic (TS) as
TS(Γ) = −2 ln
[L(Γ)
L(0)
]
. (8)
The 95% one-sided confidence level upper limit on Γ is
then obtained with TS(Γ95) = 2.71. Running over all the
mock data sets, we then obtain the mean expected dark
matter limit and their variance.
B. Results
Figure 4 shows the mean expected dark matter con-
straints and its range for χ→ bb¯ and χ→ τ+τ−, respec-
tively. We show both the results obtained from cascades
and tracks, as well as the combined sensitivity. We can
see that in general, the cascade channel is expected to be
more sensitive than the tracks channel, despite having
a smaller effective area. At lower dark matter masses,
the track sensitivity drops sharply. This is because the
higher neutrino energy threshold compared to cascade
events (see Sec. III C 2).
We note that our results are relatively insensitive to the
density profile choice. If we instead use the flat Burkert
profile, the sensitivity only decreases by about 20%. This
is because of having only one power of density in the line-
of-sight integral in Eq. 3 (as opposed to two powers for
dark matter annihilation).
For comparison, we also show the best-fit parameter re-
gions from Ref. [17], which considered the the 7.5-yr Ice-
Cube HESE events and interpreted some of the events as
potential dark matter signals. We can see that KM3NeT
is expected to have the sensitivity to test these parameter
space.
Compared to existing limits obtained with IceCube
data [17, 40], our sensitivity is generally a factor of a
few to about one order of magnitude better. This is a
result of the larger column density towards the Galactic
Center, the larger effective area in KM3NeT (according
to its letter of intent [18]) compared to IceCube HESE
analysis, and the improved angular resolution of the cas-
cade channels. We note that in Ref. [40], the bb¯ limit
improves rapidly when dark matter mass becomes larger
than 1 PeV, which is attributed to enhanced low-energy
neutrino tail due to QCD fragmentation. Taking such
effect into account is beyond the scope of this work, but
we expect that KM3NeT would out-perform IceCube for
Galactic dark matter decay searches in general, once such
effect is taken into account.
Most of the dark matter decay channel produces neu-
trinos as well as gamma rays, which also offers a powerful
avenue for complementary dark matter searches [15, 41].
We thus also compare with the strongest constraints ob-
tained with various gamma-ray data sets [38, 39, 42]. For
bb¯, we find the strongest constraint from Ref. [38]. In this
case, the gamma-ray constraint is stronger at lower en-
ergies, but KM3NeT is expected to overtake above a few
PeV (before considering the boost from [40]). For τ+τ−,
KM3NeT is expected to out-perform gamma-ray probes
and set world-leading constraints.
Another powerful way for dark matter searches is the
angular power spectrum analysis that utilizes full-sky an-
gular information. Compared with the τ+τ− sensitivity
obtained from Ref. [43] (tracks only), our combined sen-
sitivity is slightly better.
C. Discussions
We have performed a simplified binned-likelihood anal-
ysis to estimate the dark matter decay sensitivity of
gigaton water-Cherenkov neutrino detectors, such as
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FIG. 4. The expected constraints to be obtained by KM3NeT after 10 years of operation for bb¯ (left) and τ+τ− (right)
channels. The shaded regions correspond to the 68% and 95% range for the expected sensitivity obtained with Monte Carlo
simulations. The thin dashed and dot-dashed lines corresponds to cascade-only and track-only analyses, respectively. Also
shown are the best-fit parameter points for the dark matter interpretation of the 7.5 yr IceCube HESE analysis [17], and the
strongest gamma-ray constraints from Refs. [38, 39].
KM3NeT. There are several factors that could be con-
sidered in the future, which could offer further improve-
ments.
For simplicity, we choose to perform a binned analy-
sis, consider a relatively small sky portion, and conserva-
tively taking the bin width twice the energy and angular
resolutions. In principle, an unbinned analysis would of-
fer the most complete information on the events. All-sky
observations including above horizon events can also be
combined statistically. Adding these information should
further improve the sensitivity.
We have assumed all ντ events would produce cascade
signatures in the detector and is indistinguishable with
νe cascade events. Future analyses with improved flavor
selection capabilities [31, 32, 44] could improve the signal-
to-noise of dark matter searches, as the atmospheric neu-
trino background is practically ντ -free above ∼TeV.
The predicted dark matter signal depends on the neu-
trino spectrum per dark matter decay. For heavy dark
matter, the spectrum could be significantly modified by
high-order effects. We have taken a simple scaling ap-
proach in our spectrum modeling, which were test against
Pythia [17, 25]. However, significant corrections could
still be present that were not covered by Pythia [38, 40],
which will affect the interpretation of the dark matter
parameter space.
Our analysis have assumed a fixed single-power law
astrophysical background model. In practice, uncertain-
ties on the astrophysical component could affect the dark
matter analysis, which could be incorporated into the
analysis, where the background models are fit to the
data continuously. If the astrophysical component is
more complicated than expected, such as having more
than one spectral components, the dark matter sensitiv-
ity could weaken depending on the assumed background
model in the analysis due to potential degeneracies. In
that case, improved neutrino source identification and
multi-messenger observations will be important to mini-
mize the background model uncertainty.
For simplicity we ignore the extragalactic dark matter
component in this work, which also makes our results
conservative. Towards the Galactic Center the extra-
galactic contribution is subdominant, but for a full-sky
analysis it is not, and should be considered in the future.
One advantage of KM3NeT dark matter analysis is its
ability to observe the Galactic Center, which has a larger
dark matter column density. The Galactic Center, how-
ever, could also be a source of astrophysical neutrinos in
additional to the extragalactic component. This compo-
nent, if exist, could be difficult to distinguish from dark
matter. Future high-energy gamma rays instruments,
such as the Cherenkov Telescope Array1 and the South-
ern Wide-Field Gamma-Ray Observatory [45] could be
used to constrain the Galactic source contribution.
1 https://www.cta-observatory.org/
8V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this work, we consider the capabilities of KM3NeT,
a gigaton water-Cherenkov neutrino telescope in the
Mediterranean sea, for searching for dark matter decays
from the Galactic center region. We perform an ideal-
ized likelihood analysis that combines the cascade and
track channels, and take into account the different energy
and angular information for signals and backgrounds.
This is especially important for the cascade channel, as
KM3NeT significantly improves the angular resolution
compared to IceCube. We find that KM3NeT offers sig-
nificant improvements for dark matter decay sensitivity
compared to the IceCube and could set world-leading lim-
its on dark matter decay lifetime in the PeV energy range,
which is competitive with gamma-ray experiments.
In the future, this analysis can be further improved
with better analysis procedure, better signal and back-
ground modeling, and also by taking into account the
full angular information from all-sky observations, such
as including down-going events or with a joint-analysis
with IceCube. Improved multi-messenger observations in
the future will likely significantly reduce the uncertain-
ties on both the Galactic and extragalactic astrophysical
background components. These improvements could be
important for probing, or even confirming signatures of
dark matter decay, and potentially solving the dark mat-
ter puzzle.
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